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Children love to learn about animals! The reason for this is because there are many types of

animals in the world that look adorable, can be seen in the wild, and also kept as pets. However,

arctic animals are ones that a person may never get the chance to see if they do not live in the

colder parts of the world. This beautiful guide allows children to see animals that live and thrive in

cold environments where many others do not, but also gives an in depth view about the many skills

these animals use to survive in this environment.
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When rating childrenÃ¢Â€Â™s books I like to go by these guidelines. I currently teach a multiage

classroom of 1st and 2nd graders with varying ability levels from non readers to students reading at

or above a 5th grade level.My rating: I give this kindle book 4 stars.What or if I would use this for: I

would use this as a resource in the classroom. Because it does follow a format- it would be good.

The only thing I think that is missing and why I am giving it four stars is because there is no table of

contents. If there was it would be an even better resource in the classroom, especially if I owned the



paperback version.What my students thought: They loved the pictures! And some wanted to learn

more about certain animals. They kept asking me questions!Quality of photographs or illustrations:

There are many sideways photographs. I am not using a kindle to read this book-so I am not sure if

kindles have the ability to stay in position or rotate as you move it. But I would find it annoying if it

kept rotating. However, the photographs themselves are absolutely beautiful and stunning.Depth of

knowledge: This book lays several facts for many different types of arctic animals. It is not

particularly thought provoking, but as a teacher, I can see how I could make so.Text quality: I really

like the layout of the text. It is interesting- not boring for children to

read.Ã¢Â•Â°Ã¢Â˜Â†Ã¢Â•Â®Ã Â®Â• I did get a discount for my honest review of this kindle book. I

read all books before reviewing them. I am ALWAYS honest in the reviews I give. I will not give 5

stars unless I think it is accurate in the description and high quality. If you found this review helpful

in your decision to purchase this- please click YES! And if you have any questions, you can always

click COMMENT. I am quick to respond to answers! Thank you! Ã Â®Â•Ã¢Â•Â°Ã¢Â˜Â†Ã¢Â•Â®

I think this book would be great for kids, or anyone interested in learning more about arctic animals.

Inside, you will find many interesting facts about the various species that inhabit the colder regions

of the earth, including basic information as well as interesting trivia you likely weren't aware of. I was

actually very surprised by some of these facts. Each fact is followed by one or more full-page,

high-resolution photographs depicting the various animals discussed in the book. Many of these

illustrations are quite intriguing, to the point where some people would consider them works of art.I

recommend this book to parents who want to encourage their kids to be inspired by nature. Arctic

wildlife is very important to of our world. They survive in very cold regions of the planet, and their

adaptations and behavior can teach us something about survival at these temperatures, about what

life might be like on colder planets, and about biological adaptation. Their furs and meats have

already made it possible for early man to live in habitats that would otherwise be impossible to

survive in. Give your children the opportunity to be inspired by these fascinating creatures.I received

this book for at a discount in exchange for my honest and unbiased review.

Yet another book by Speedy Publishing that is fantastic! The pictures are not only beautifully taken,

but clear and crisp as well! For the pictures shown of the these Arctic animals, there are also facts

about each one. I, being an "animal person" (lol), even learned a few things I didn't know...such as

the arctic skua!...didn't actually know that such an animal existed! My 8 yr old daughter read and

comprehended this book fantastically....so, as an elementary school book, it's right on!Other people



I have seen on here, have complained because some of the larger pictures are sideways on the

kindle...but that didn't bother me as much....considering if they WERE "corrected", the pictures

would be smaller, and we had no issue turning our heads to look at them! lolI received this at a

discounted price for my honest and unbiased opinion on this product, Thanks!

This book is super cute! It includes a photo of each animal, Then "Fun Facts" About the

animal.Such as the polar bear,Fun facts: It is the largest carnivore that lives on land, Polar bears

have excellent sense of smell. With the ability to detect seals nearly a mile away.It's easy to read,

and understand. It reads well on kindle too.This book comes with 15 different animals1- Polar

bear2- Penguin3- Hooded seal4- Arctic Tern5- Walrus6- Ringed Seal7- Orca8- Puffin9- Arctic

Wolf10- Humpback Whale11- Snowy owl12- Reindeer13- Beluga14- Arctic skua15- Arctic FoxI like

how they included unique animals as well as common animals that others have probably heard of

before.

I like the layout of this book. They have a few eye catching phots then insert some fun facts about

the animals shown. The fun facts are things that are really neat topics to elaborate on, My 6 year old

is homeschooled and in Kinder, he's in an age where he soaks up knowledge but his attention span

is limited. I really liked that this book has such beautiful pictures with it because they intrigued him

enough to want to go through the fun facts and learn new things. The fun facts page was also laid

out nicely to grab their attention and make them want to read! my kiddo loves this book and it's

beneficial to our homeschooling needs as well.I received this free in exchange for an honest

unbiased review. All opinions are 100% my own.
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